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ABSTRACT

• Search for multimedia content This promotes the
development of search methods that use multiple modalities (e.g., speech, visual content, speaker emotions,
etc) to answer search queries by returning relevant
video segments of unrestricted size. Similar to the
earlier MediaEval 2013 Search & Hyperlinking edition
of this sub-task [4], participants were provided with a
two-fielded query, where one field refers to spoken content and the other refers to the visual content of relevant segments. Participants could use either or both
fields to find video segments within the collection.

The Search and Anchoring in Video Archives (SAVA) task
at MediaEval 2015 consists of two sub-tasks: (i) search for
multimedia content within a video archive using multimodal
queries referring to information contained in the audio and
visual streams/content, and (ii) automatic selection of video
segments within a list of videos that can be used as anchors
for further hyperlinking within the archive. The task used a
collection of roughly 2700 hours of the BBC broadcast TV
material for the former sub-task, and about 70 files taken
from this collection for the latter sub-task. The search subtask is based on an ad-hoc retrieval scenario, and is evaluated using a pooling procedure across participants submissions with crowdsourcing relevance assessment using Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). The evaluation used metrics that are variations of MAP adjusted for this task. For
the anchor selection sub-task overlapping regions of interest
across participants submissions were assessed using MTurk
workers, and mean reciprocal rank (MRR), precision and
recall were calculated for evaluation.

1.

• Automatic anchor selection This explores methods to automatically identify anchors for a given set
of videos, where anchors are media fragments (with
their boundaries defined by their start and end time)
for which users could require additional information.
What constitutes an anchor depends on the video, e.g.,
in a news programme it could be a mention of persons,
and in a documentary it could be the view of particular
buildings. Participants were provided with a number
of videos of different types and were requested to automatically identify anchors within these videos.

INTRODUCTION

Current developments in the technologies for recording
and storing of multimedia content are leading to very rapid
growth in the resulting multimedia archives. Moreover the
digitisation of the content created in previous decades is being added to this contemporary material. This stored information can potentially be used by a wide variety of users
including multimedia professionals, e.g. archivists, journalists, and the general public. We envisage the main aim of
the SAVA task in assisting these different users in their interaction with the available collections by facilitating efficient
access to relevant content. The solutions to the challenges
of the SAVA task should help the users: 1) to retrieve interesting parts of the archived multimedia documents when
issuing audio-visual queries to a search system; 2) to improve the browsing aspect of this activity by providing users
with the content that has pre-defined or changing on-the-fly
anchor points that can lead them to further discoveries on
topics of interest within the collection. Thus the SAVA task
consists of two sub-tasks: Search for multimedia content and
Automatic anchor selection.
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2.

EXPERIMENTAL DATASET

The dataset for both sub-tasks is a collection of 4021 hours
of videos provided by the BBC, which are split into a development set of 1335 hours, and a test set of 2686 hours.
The average length of a video was roughly 45 minutes, and
most videos were in the English language. The test collection was broadcast content of date spans 01.04.2008 –
11.05.2008 and 12.05.2008 – 31.07.2008 for the development
and test sets respectively. The BBC kindly provided human
generated textual metadata and manual transcripts for each
video. Participants were also provided with the output of
several content analysis methods, which we describe in the
following subsections.
Although both sub-tasks are based on the same collection, they use different set of videos within each sub-task
framework. For both development and testing of the system
within the ‘Search for multimedia content’ sub-task the participants used the test set of the video collection. While the
videos for the ‘Automatic anchor selection’ were taken from
both development and test set of the video collection in order to have a uniform representation of the files containing
previously defined manually created anchors that were used
for sub-task assessment.

2.1

Audio Content

The audio was extracted from the video stream using the
ffmpeg software toolbox (sample rate = 16,000Hz, no. of
channels = 1). Based on this data, the transcripts were
created using the following ASR approaches and provided
to participants:
• LIMSI-CNRS/Vocapia1 using the VoxSigma vrbs trans
system (version eng-usa 4.0) [7].
• The LIUM system2 [11], is based on the CMU Sphinx
project. The LIUM system provided three output formats: (1) one-best transcripts in NIST CTM format,
(2) word lattices in SLF (HTK) format, following a 4gram topology, and (3) confusion networks in a format
similar to ATT FSM.
• The NST/Sheffield system3 is trained on multi-genre
sets of BBC data that do not overlap with the collection used for the task, and uses deep neural networks [8]. The ASR transcript contains speaker diarization, similar to the LIMSI-CNRS/Vocapia transcipts.
Additionally, prosodic features were extracted using the
OpenSMILE tool version 2.0 rc1 [6]4 . The following list
of prosodic features were calculated over sliding windows of
10 milliseconds: root mean squared (RMS) energy, loudness,
probability of voicing, fundamental frequency (F0), harmonics to noise ratio (HNR), voice quality, and pitch direction
(classes falling, flat, raising, and direction score).

2.2

Visual Content

The computer vision groups at University of Leuven (KUL)
and University of Oxford (OXU) provided the output of concept detectors for 1,537 concepts from ImageNet5 using different training approaches. The approach by KUL uses examples from ImageNet as positive examples [12], while OXU
uses an on-the-fly concept detection approach, which downloads training examples through Google image search [3].

3.

TASK INPUT DEFINITION

As we assumed that both types of user activities behind
the sub-tasks frameworks can be carried out by both professionals and general audience, we involved representatives of
both user categories into the ground truth creation:
• Search for multimedia content: 9 development set
and 30 test set queries were defined by professionals
with the following profile: 1) they work in the field,
e.g. they were journalists, archivists, etc; 2) they were
native English speakers, and 3) they were generally
familiar with BBC content. For each query in the development set these users defined two relevant video
segments in order to ensure the existence of potential
relevant content for an ad hoc search.
• Automatic anchor selection: We used the video
files containing the manually defined anchors in 20132014 Search & Hyperlinking tasks [4, 5]: 42 and 33
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files respectively for the development and testing of the
approaches. The users represented the general public:
they had to be 18-30 years old and had to use search
engines and services such as Youtube on a daily basis.
The anchors provided in this ground truth are by no
means exhaustive, they only exemplify potential anchors that can be defined within a given video.
More elaborate description of this user study design and
the anchor definition procedure can be found in [2] and [9]
respectively.

4.

REQUIRED RUNS

As our evaluation makes use of cross-comparison between
runs, we did not limit the participants in the number of
submissions for either of the tasks. However, we stated that
due to finite resources, only limited number of runs would
be assessed through crowdsourcing.

5.

RELEVANCE ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION METRICS

To evaluate the submissions of the search sub-task, First,
the runs were normalised: videos with corrupted audiovisual content due to bugs in the employed software ffmpeg
were dismissed, segments shorter than 10 seconds were expanded to this length, segments longer than 2 minutes were
cut after this length (using the original’s segment start),
and segments overlapping with previously returned segments
were adjusted to remove the overlap. Second, we used the
pooling method with selected runs. Third, the top 10 ranks
of all submitted runs were evaluated using crowdsourcing
technologies. We report precision oriented metrics, such
as precision at various cutoffs and mean average precision
(MAP), using different approaches to take into account segment overlap, as described in [1, 10].
For the anchoring sub-task, we used the top-25 ranks of
all submissions, and merged overlapping segments. The resulting segments were judged by MTurk workers who gave
their opinion on these segments taken from the context of
the videos. For the MRR, recall/precision, a result segment
in the run is judged relevant if it overlaps with a relevant
combined segment.

6.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the setup of the search and anchoring
sub-tasks at the MediaEval 2015. While the definition of the
search task is built on the experience of several years, the
anchoring sub-task was new in 2015. Here, we describe the
data provided to the task participants and the methods used
to generate the input data and to evaluate submitted results.
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